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I Call Dad Death
by T. A. Chase
Print ISBN# 978-1-60820-283-6
Ebook ISBN# 978-1-60820-284-3
Okay, figuring out you're gay is hard
enough, right? I thoughtit would be the
most difficult thing I had to deal with,
until my dad showed up to claim me for
the summer. When Death's your dad, you
never look at life the same way again.
Wrestling With Desire
by D.H. Starr
Print ISBN# 978-1-60820-220-1
Ebook ISBN# 978-1-60820-221-8
Derek Thompson is a senior, a wrestler,
and has a secret. He's gay.Scott Thayer
is a new student who has just moved to
Cambridge, Massachusetts from Iowa.
On the first day of school Derek and
Scott meet and their lives change in
an instant.
Flight of the Sparrows
by LauraBaumbach
Print ISBN#978-193453-110-5
Teenager computer whiz Quill Tarquin
hacks into secret government files
detailing joint, clandestine operations
between American and British forces
and stumbles on something much more
sinister. Suddenly he is neck deep in
assassins, internal betrayals and maybe,
finding the father he never knew.
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Dog on a Surfboard
by Billy Lambert
Print ISBN# 978-1-60820-207-2
EbookISBN# 978-1-60820-162-4
Riding the tsunami makes the irish
terrier a legend in his own time. But
there's a price to pay: separation from
his companion ... injury ... conspiracies
to keep him from his beloved oceans
and their waves.

Oh No, Our Best Friend Is a Zombie

Duck Adventures
by Harrison Turner
Print ISBN# 978-1-934531-99-0
Ebook ISBN# 978-1-934531-99-0

by Lance Zarimba
Print ISBN# 978-1-60820-224-9
Ebook ISBN# 978-1-60820-225-6

Joe, a young duckling, wants to explore the world beyond the pond
he and his family call home. Past the familiar safety of the quiet
rush pond awaits excitement and adventures Joe didn't count on.

What do you do when your best friend
becomes a zombie, and you think it's all
your fault?
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Oh No, Our Best Friend Is a Vampire
by Lance Zarimba
Print ISBN# 978-1-60820-222-5
EbookISBN# 978-1-60820-223-2
What do you do when a bat bites your best
friend? Matthew and Nick's best friend,
Jake, is attacked on his way home from
school, and strange things are starting to
happen.

